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that his proven leadership and skilled service
in the area of law enforcement will continue
to contribute greatly to our fight against
crime.’’

NOTE: A biography of the nominee was made
available by the Office of the Press Secretary.

Statement by the Press Secretary on
the President’s Meeting With Prime
Minister Tansu Ciller of Turkey
April 14, 1994

President Clinton offered his condolences
to the Turkish Prime Minister and to the
families and loved ones of those Turkish citi-
zens who lost their lives today in the accident
in northern Iraq. Prime Minister Ciller ex-
pressed her own sorrow at the loss of life.

The President and Prime Minister Ciller
discussed her economic reform package. He
urged her to move forward quickly with her
reform program and to work closely with the
International Monetary Fund. The two lead-
ers also discussed the situation in Cyprus.
President Clinton and Prime Minister Ciller
agreed to continue to do what they can to
make progress soon in the talks on the con-
fidence building measures package.

Remarks on the American Helicopter
Tragedy in Iraq and an Exchange
With Reporters
April 15, 1994

The President. Hello. The people here
from Louisiana and Texas are here primarily
for health care, and I apologize for the delay.
But I met for an hour and a half this morning
with my national security team about a vari-
ety of issues, but I wanted to say in particular
a word of update about the terrible tragedy
in Iraq yesterday.

After I met yesterday with my national se-
curity advisers, I spoke with Prime Minister
Major and with President Mitterrand, ex-
pressed my condolences for the losses of
French and British citizens, and assured
them of what I can now reassure you about,
which is that we’ve put together an investiga-
tive team which is now on the site and is
working. We will move as quickly as possible

to do a thorough and complete investigation
and then to put out all the facts.

In a couple of hours, an hour or so, the
Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff will be having a
briefing at the Pentagon to discuss this fur-
ther and to answer further questions. But we
are going to stay on top of this, work through
it, and make a full report to the American
people.

If there are any other questions—perhaps
we could take some questions on foreign pol-
icy or any other national issues for a while,
and then we’ll come back to the health care
questioning.

Iraq
Q. Sir, in light of that shooting down,

should the peacekeeping mission in Iraq con-
tinue?

The President. Oh, I think so. I very defi-
nitely think so. Keep in mind these people—
the tragedy of this is that both sets of planes,
the two helicopters and the two planes were
there trying to save the lives of the Kurds.
And I think it has performed a very valuable
function, not only in saving the lives of the
Kurds but in permitting them to continue
to live in northern Iraq and relieving Turkey
of a very serious potential refugee problem.

There is no question in my mind that it
has been a very successful and a very impor-
tant mission. The Secretary of Defense im-
plied yesterday and said again today that we
would obviously, in the course of this inves-
tigation, be reviewing all the tactical issues
involved. But our policy is sound, and I be-
lieve it should continue.

Bosnia
Q. In Bosnia, sir, there’s another issue of

peacekeeping. You have recent events by the
Bosnian Serbs’ actions that have been taken
against U.N. peacekeepers and military ob-
servers. You yesterday made a statement
you’ve been sending a message to them. But
apparently, that message has not been getting
across. Why is that, would you say? And is
there a chance that there could be a stale-
mate emerging?

The President. Well, I think that some
friction was predictable when the policy
began. But let me remind you that since the
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